Introduction and Discussion
Have you ever come across an old photo of yourself and thought, "Yikes! I can't believe that was me!" Maybe you had big hair, maybe you had bigger glasses, or maybe you fell victim to bizarre fashion trends of the time. No matter what the situation was then-the fact is, you've changed since that photo was taken. Chances are you made gradual changes to your style and appearance with little or no thought. Why, then, is it so difficult to change habits in ways that will make you healthier?
Today, we're going to talk about changes we've made in our lives, both big and small. Let's take time to discuss the photos we brought.
Here are some questions to talk over:
(Allow several minutes for small group discussions.)
 When was the photo taken?
 How have you changed since the photo was taken?  Were the changes primarily in how you look, or do they go deeper than surface appearance?  How easy or difficult was it to make-or face-the changes?
(Call everyone back from the small groups.)
Now, let's think about some of the major life changes you've made. Maybe you went back to school, maybe you moved across the country, maybe you got married and/or had children, or maybe you decided to end a relationship that wasn't right for you. Whatever the case, those changes probably didn't happen overnight-or without some real effort on your part.
Transitions often require time, energy, hard work, and determination. The same can be said for weight loss.
Whether you are 18 or 85, you are always changing and growing. We've all experienced good and bad changes in our lives that, whether we realize it or not, helped shape who we are today. Often, one small change leads to another, and then another. Successfully managing change is a skill that we can get better at over time and with practice.
Let's take a few minutes to share some of the important changes we've made in our lives. several minutes for another small group discussion period.) Learn It. Live It.
(Allow
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Materials:
• pens/pencils • paper • writing surface (if needed)
• members are encouraged to bring in photos of themselves that are at least ten years old Preparation:
• The week before you plan to present this program, remind members to bring in their photos.
Looking Back to Move Forward
 What kind of major life changes have you made and/or experienced in the past? What led you to make changes? How did you manage to get through changes that you didn't want or choose?  How long did it take you to make and/or manage the changes?  What kind of an impact did the changes have on your life? What did you learn in the process?  Who helped you make or manage the changes? How did he, she, or they offer assistance and/or support?  How can you apply what you learned to your weight-loss or weight-maintenance journey?  What are some of the great "take away" lessons for life?
(Call everyone back from the small groups.)
There are so many things that we may not have control over-illnesses or injuries, job losses, natural disasters, other people. Why not give our best effort to change what we largely do have control over?
Taking a proactive approach to weight loss, nutrition, and wellness offers us an opportunity to live better and enjoy life more! Even when we slip up, make mistakes, or have gains, we know that every day is a new beginning, and we are doing all we can to live our best-and healthiest-life possible.
For next week:
Begin to think of change less as a major or even scary adjustment, and more as a way to "build a better you." Pick one small change you can make by next week's meeting. This may include giving up soda (any kind), skipping sweets after 5 p.m., or taking a walk every day. Journal about your experience in the days ahead.
(Give members a few minutes to write down one small change they can make. When everyone is finished, encourage each to share his or her goal with the rest of the chapter.) n
The only thing constant in life is change.
-François de La Rochefoucauld
